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We have formulated the exciton dynamics in a disordered linear chain with exciton wave functions
given by the one-dimensional Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian with disorder. It is assumed that
exciton–phonon coupling is weak and that the dynamics is governed by the competing processes of
phonon scattering and radiative decay. The phonon scattering rate is given on the assumption that
excitons do not change the site by the scattering. The strength of exciton–phonon coupling and the
density of phonon states are independent of energy. The radiative decay rate is given by the
Einstein’s A coefficient. The detail of the numerical procedure is also described. Absorption spectra,
luminescence spectra, the time response of luminescence intensity, and temperature dependence are
calculated for the model system of poly~di-n-hexylsilane! film. It is discussed that long-range
dipole–dipole interaction is responsible for the luminescence depolarization. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1339267#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, exciton dynamics in luminescent conjuga
polymers has been extensively investigated, motivated
only by the application to light emitting devices,1–4 but also
by the physical interests to understand the nature of exc
states in conjugated polymers.5–26 Conjugated polymers ar
regarded as the ultimate quantum wires because the th
ness of polymers is regarded as zero or the atom size. In
one-dimensional system, localization occurs by the Ander
mechanism.27 This is a comprehensive problem because c
formal disorder of polymer chains and the fluctuation of c
cumstance around polymer strands exist inherently in
polymer systems. Therefore, conjugated polymers provide
ideal stage for the one-dimensional dynamics of excitons
fected by disorder.

Among many polymers, poly~di-n-hexylsilane! ~PDHS!,
which is often called as-conjugated polymer due to th
delocalization ofs-bonding electrons, is a suitable mater
for the investigation of exciton dynamics using luminescen
spectroscopies. The exciton–phonon coupling of PDHS
extremely weak14 and quantum efficiency for luminescenc
is quite high.4 The weak exciton–phonon coupling is impo
tant to understand the role of disorder against the tran
tional motion of excitons because strong coupling causes
citons to be self-trapped.28

To understand the exciton dynamics in PDHS, the s
ment model8–11 has been phenomenologically used. In t
segment model, a polymer chain is assumed to be an as
bly of segments which are ordered fractions of backbo
divided by conformal defects. In analogy with the excitati
energy of oligomers,8,29 it is considered that the longer se
ment has the lower excitation energy due to the exciton

a!Present address: The Institute of Physical and Chem
Research ~RIKEN!, Wako 351-0198, Japan. Electronic ma
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herence length, i.e., the segment length. The inhomogen
width of the absorption band is explained by the distributi
of the segment length. The Stokes shift is explained in te
of exciton transfer from a shorter excited segment to a lon
segment where an exciton recombines. However, the ex
nation has been always phenomenological. Quantitative
applicability of the segment model to explain the absorpt
profile is also pointed out.14

The random-walk model24–26 also describes the excito
dynamics phenomenologically. In this model, an exciton r
domly walks within an array~or a box! of the sites of which
energies fluctuate in the normal distribution. This model e
plains the resonant luminescence intensity. However,
model does not give any microscopic picture of the exci
dynamics which is strongly influenced by the phonon sc
tering rate and the radiative decay rate.

Recently, a quantitative approach has been done with
one-dimensional Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian includin
disorder.14 This Hamiltonian was originally used for the lin
ear molecular aggregates30–34 to understand the absorptio
spectra.30,31 This attempt seems to be successful to expl
the asymmetric profile of the absorption band seen in l
temperature glassy solution of PDHS, although the Ham
tonian was not applied to the exciton dynamics revealed
the luminescent processes. In our previous papers,5,6 we have
reported that the time response of luminescence intensit
PDHS films at 2 K depends on the observed energy. W
have also formulated the exciton dynamics as the compe
processes of radiative decay and phonon scattering, u
exciton wave functions obtained by the one-dimensio
Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian with disorder, and have sho
that the theory reproduces the time response at 2 K quite
well.

In this paper, we report the details of the theory a
numerical results for the exciton dynamics in the disorde
linear chains. In order to treat the translational coherence

l

5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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an exciton obstructed by the conformal disorder, the the
extends the approach by the one-dimensional Frenkel exc
model in the disordered linear chain. Exciton wave functio
obtained by the numerical diagonalization of the Ham
tonian are used to formulate the incoherent dynamics
competition between radiative decay and phonon scatter
It is postulated that matrix elements of phonon scatter
depend on the spatial overlap between the initial state
the final state of scattering. A numerical procedure is a
described. Luminescence spectra and the time respons
luminescence intensity as well as temperature depend
are calculated. The importance of long-range dipole–dip
interaction is discussed in comparison with the near
neighbor approximation.

II. Theory

A. Basic model

To deal with the exciton dynamics in the disordered l
ear chain, we adopt the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian w
disorder. The disorder is inherently introduced by conform
disorder in real polymer systems. Neglecting the interact
with the phonon and the photon fields, the exciton Ham
tonian in the site representation is described as

H5 (
n51

N

Enun&^nu1 (
nÞm

bmnum&^nu. ~1!

where^nu expresses the wave function that thenth site is in
the excited state and all the otherN21 sites are in the
ground states. The on-site excitation energy and the inte
exciton transfer energy originated by the antisymmetrizat
of wave functions are expressed asEn and bmn , respec-
tively. To realize disorder, diagonal and off-diagonal dis
ders are possible. Since disorder in real polymer system
experimentally unknown, it is practical to examine the
separately. In the model material of PDHS, both types
disorder may exist and possibly be correlated. The diago
disorder occurs whens-bond length is fluctuated. The off
diagonal disorder occurs mainly when the angle betw
s-bonding orbitals is fluctuated. It is shown that both typ
of disorder can reproduce the absorption spectrum of PD
in low-temperature glass.14 We consider that the fluctuatio
of the rotational angle between the second nearests-bonds is
the dominant disorder, because these twos bonds can easily
rotate around thes bond between them. Thus, in this pape
we adopt the off-diagonal disorder and assume the on
excitation energy to be the uniform magnitude ofE0 .

On the assumption that all the transition dipoles have
equal magnitude ofm0 and that their directions are distrib
uted around the chain direction, the intersite transfer ene
bmn is given by the dipole–dipole interaction as

bmn5
m0

2$cos~um1un!23 cosum cosun%

u~md1dm!2~nd1dn!u3
~2!

'amnumd2ndu235gmnum2nu23. ~3!

In Eq. ~2!, um anddm represent the angle and the position
deviations of a transition dipole from the chain axis and fro
the equilibrium positionmd, respectively. The mean intersit
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distance is expressed asd. In Eq. ~3!, we further introduce
the approximation formula for simplification. The angle a
the positional disorders are included in the prefactorgmn

[amnd
23, which corresponds in magnitude to the inters

transfer energy at the nearest-neighbor distanced. For the
prefactorgmn , the normal distribution with a mean value o
g0 and a standard deviation ofs is assumed

f ~gmn!5
1

A2ps
expH 2

~gmn2g0!2

2s2 J . ~4!

To investigate the role of the long-range part of the
tersite transfer energybmn , the nearest-neighbor approxima
tion is also examined. In the nearest-neighbor approximat
the intersite transfer is represented as

bmn5gmndm,n61 , ~5!

wheregmn is given by Eq.~4!. When not referred, we as
sume the full dipole–dipole interaction~3! for the intersite
transfer energy.

To obtain exciton wave functions affected by disord
numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian~1! is per-
formed. Obtained time-independent exciton wave functio
are expressed in the site representation as

uc i&5 (
n51

N

ainun&, ~6!

where ain[^nuc i& represents the exciton amplitude of th
i th state at thenth site. The energy of the state is written
« i . To estimate the degree of spatial extension of the sta
the participation defined as

Pi5S (
n51

N

ain
4 D 21

~7!

is used. The participation represents the localization len
or the coherence length of excitons.

B. Exciton dynamics

We formulate the exciton dynamics in the disorder
linear chain using the exciton wave functions~6!. The fol-
lowing treatment is justified under the condition that an e
citon is not polaronic and that the elastic scattering by c
formal disorder is faster than the scattering by phono
There are two cases in phonon scattering. In one case,
the phase of excitons is shifted, and in the other case, e
tons are scattered to other states which have different e
gies. The former elastic scattering contributes to the hom
geneous linewidths of exciton states which constitute
inhomogeneously broadened exciton band. However,
theory here only accounts for the latter inelastic scatter
because our interest is in the description of exciton relaxa
in the inhomogeneously broadened exciton band. Homo
neous linewidth is not accounted for in our theory. The co
peting processes of phonon scattering between localized
citon states and radiative decay to the ground state
incoherently treated.

The radiative decay rate is given by the Einstein’s
coefficient as
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2777J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 Exciton dynamics in a disordered linear chain
~tR
21! i5

4v i
3m i

2

3\c3
, ~8!

where v i[« i /\ and m i represent the transition frequenc
and the transition dipole moment, respectively. The tran
tion dipole moment is given as

m i5 (
n51

N

m0ain exp~2 iknd! ~9!

' (
n51

N

m0ain. ~10!

The practical expression~10! is derived under the long
wavelength approximation of Eq.~9!, wherek is the wave
number of a photon.

To treat phonon scattering, we abandon the momen
selection rule, because wavenumbers are not good quan
disordered linear chains. Exciton states are localized by
order. Thus, we adopt the selection rule in the real space
the spatial overlap between the initial state and the final s
determines the matrix element. The matrix element betw
the i th state and thej th state is given by the square-root
the sum of the products of probabilitiesain

2 andajn
2 to find an

exciton at thei th and thej th sites, respectively, as

uMi j u25 (
n51

N

ain
2 ajn

2 . ~11!

This formula represents that an exciton does not change
site in phonon scattering. The larger overlap between
states gives the larger matrix element. Using the matrix
ment~11!, the phonon scattering rate from thej th state to the
i th state at the temperatureT is given by

pi j 5H ctr uMi j u2@11$exp~D«/kBT!21%21# ~Ei,Ej !,

ctr uMi j u2$exp~D«/kBT!21%21 ~Ei.Ej !,
~12!

wherectr is the transition constant. The temperature dep
dence of phonon occupationn̄ with the energyD«5u« i

2« j u is given by the Planck distribution in Eq.~12!. The
transition constant consists of the density of phonon mo
and the constant for exciton–phonon coupling. We postu
that these two factors are independent of energy, despite
Downloaded 30 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
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extremely smallD« less thanD«min . For such smallD«, ctr

in Eq. ~12! is replaced byctrD«/D«min to prevent divergence
of the ratepi j by the Planck distribution at finite temperatur
Physically, this postulation corresponds to the uniform d
sity of acoustic phonon modes and the linear coupling
tween excitons and acoustic phonons in the long-wavelen
limit.

C. Numerical procedure

To generate a Hamiltonian~1! for a random chain, the
Monte Carlo method is applied in accordance with Eq.~4!.
Absorption spectra, luminescence spectra, and the time
sponse of luminescence intensity are calculated as an ave
of the Nchain random chains. If not referred,Nchain5500 are
taken for the average in the results presented below.
number of sites in a chainN is assumed to be 1000.

If we determine the excitation energyE0 of a site, the
mean intersite transfer energyg0 , and its deviations, the
Hamiltonians~1! for the Nchain chains are determined. Exc
ton wave functions and their energies are determined by
merical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian~1!. Absorption
spectra are obtained by

A~E!}(E2DE/2<« i,E1DE/2~tR
21! i

} (
E2DE/2<« i,E1DE/2

v i
3S (

n51

N

ainD 2

, ~13!

where the summation is taken for the states of which en
gies are in the small range of6DE/2 aroundE. The second
expression gives a spectrum in arbitrary units without de
mining m0 . It is assumed that the homogeneous linewidth
within the assumed spectral resolution,DE.

Based on the obtained exciton wave functions, the ti
response and luminescence spectra are sequentially c
lated by the small time step ofDt. Let c0(t) and ci(t) ( i
51,2, . . . ,N) denote the occupation probabilities of th
ground state and thei th exciton state at timet. Initial occu-
pationsc(0) caused by the photoexcitation are assumed to
proportional to the radiative decay rate~8! in the excitation
bandwidth assumed. The time evolution of the occupat
probability c(t) is sequentially given by

c~ t1Dt !5Dc~ t !. ~14!

The N11 dimensional matrixD which redistributes the
occupation probability after the small timeDt is given by
D5S D11 ~tR
21!1Dt ~tR

21!2Dt ¯ ~tR
21!N21Dt ~tR

21!NDt

0 D22 p12Dt p13Dt ¯ p1NDt

0 p21Dt � � p2NDt

0 p31Dt � � � A

0 A � � pN21NDt

0 pN1Dt pN2Dt ¯ pNN21Dt DNN

D , ~15!
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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where the diagonal elements are

D j j 512(
i 51

N

8 Di j ~16!

to conserve the probability. The prime in the summation
dicates that the term withi 5 j is absent in the sum. (tR

21) i

and pi j are given by Eqs.~8! and ~12!, respectively, if we
determine the transition dipole momentm0 per site and the
transition constantctr . The time intervalDt should be small
enough to satisfy( i 51

N 8Di j !1. The intensity of lumines-
cence from thei th exciton state (iÞ0) at timet is given by

I i~ t !5~tR
21! ici~ t !. ~17!

To obtain energy-dependent time responses and lumi
cence spectra, thei -dependent time responses~17! are pro-
jected onto the energy space as

I lumi~E,t !5 (
E2DE/2<« i,E1DE/2

I i~ t !. ~18!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1~a! displays the calculated absorption spectru
The parameters used areE055.81 eV, g0521.0 eV, and
s50.065 eV, which are optimized for the PDHS film, a
reported in Ref. 5. For determining these values,g0 is pri-
mary estimated from the transition energy of silan
oligomers.8,29 The absorption bandwidth is determined
s/g0 , and the peak energy is shifted by boths/g0 andE0 .

The absorption band in Fig. 1~a! has a peak at 3.38 eV
and a width of about 60 meV. The low-energy profile
steep, but the high-energy profile has a long tail due
disorder.14,30,31To understand what occurs from the disord
the density of states, the second power of the transition
pole moment calculated by Eq.~10!, and the participation
calculated by Eq.~7! are shown as functions of energy
Figs. 1~b!, ~c!, and~d!, respectively. The peak of the densi
of states appears at the band edge as a result of the
dimensionality, although the peak is broadened by the di
der. The peak locates at 3.40 eV, which is 2 meV higher t
the absorption peak.

The second power of the transition dipole moment,m i
2,

practically gives the oscillator strength because the transi
frequency does not significantly vary in this energy range
has a peak at 3.36 eV, about 2 meV lower than the abs
tion peak. At energy regions lower than the peak,m i

2 be-
comes smaller at the lower energy. This is because the lo
state has a smaller participation, i.e., the lower state is m
strongly localized as shown in Fig. 1~d!. At energy regions
higher than the peak,m i

2 steeply decreases with increasin
energy. These states have approximately zero oscill
strength if disorder is absent. In the disordered linear ch
the oscillator strength distributes to the higher states bec
the k50 state and other higher states are mixed by the
order.

Since the exciton dynamics is assumed to be the c
peting processes of phonon scattering and radiative de
m0

2/ctr determines the exciton dynamics in arbitrary tim
scales. In Fig. 2, luminescence spectra for various ra
Downloaded 30 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
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m0
2/ctr are shown with solid lines. Ratiosm0

2/ctr in ~a! and
~c! are one-tenth and ten times as large as that in~b!, respec-
tively. To determine the absolute time scale,m051.7
310218 esu cm andctr56.031012 s21 for ~a!, m053.0
310218 esu cm andctr51.931012 s21 for ~b!, and m0

55.3310218 esu cm andctr56.031011 s21 for ~c!, respec-
tively, are used. The values for~b! are the optimized values
according to the time response, as described below. T
perature is assumed to be 0 K. The dotted line in~b! is the
absorption spectrum for comparison. The Stokes shift,
the difference in energy between absorption and lumin
cence, is small and only decreases slightly with increas
m0

2/ctr in the realistic range of two orders from~a! to ~c!.
Spectral widths are nearly independent ofm0

2/ctr , and it is
actually impossible to fit the experimental data. The nume
cal result has twice the width as large as the experime

FIG. 1. Energy dependence of absorption~a!, the density of states~b!, the
second power of the transition moment~c!, and participation~d! given by
the one-dimensional Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian with disorder. In~c!, the
ordinate is normalized by the second power of the transition moment
monomer unit. Parameters used areE055.81 eV, g0521.0 eV, ands
50.065 eV.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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result. Two reasons are possible causes of this deviatio
the spectral width. One is the error in determining the para
eters of model Hamiltonian~1!, because a spectral width o
luminescence primarily depends on the distribution of sta
which have oscillator strength. The other possible reaso
the deviation of the real system from the ideal on
dimensionality due to the interchain interaction. In re
PDHS films, small exciton transfer to neighboring polym
chains may be possible. But, the interaction should be sm
because the interchain distance is large due to the long
groups in PDHS.

Figure 3 shows time response at 3.33, 3.36, 3.39,
3.41 eV with the parameters for Fig. 2~b!. As displayed, each
response has a rise time which is larger at lower energ
Decay is faster at higher energies. The decay profiles
nearly exponential, although appreciably deviate at hig
energies, as at 3.41 eV. This deviation occurs because a
response at an energy is the statistical superposition of
time responses of a number of states which have diffe

FIG. 2. Luminescence spectra~solid lines! and the energy dependence
rise times~open circles! and decay times~closed circles! of luminescence
intensity atT50. Arrows indicate the excitation energies. A dotted line
~b! shows the absorption spectrum@same as Fig. 1~a!# for comparison.
Parameters used arem05m0

opt.31021/4 and ctr5ctr
opt.3101/2 for ~a!, m0

5m0
opt.53.0310218 esu cm andctr5ctr

opt.51.931012 s21 for ~b!, and m0

5m0
opt.3101/4 andctr5ctr

opt.31021/2 for ~c!. xopt. means the optimized value
of x.
Downloaded 30 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
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decay rates. So, the deviation at the higher energy means
the distribution of decay rate of states is larger at the hig
energy.

Although not exactly exponential, we determined ri
times t rise and decay timestdec of numerically calculated
time responses, in order to discuss the time responses q
titatively. The numerical results are least-square fit to
phenomenological formula,

I lumi~E,t !}2exp~2t/t rise!1exp~2t/tdec!. ~19!

In this way, rise times and decay times are determined
various parameters and shown in Figs. 2~a!–~c! with open
and closed circles, respectively. In any parameters, both
times and decay times are larger at the lower energies,
the ratio of a rise time to a decay time is larger for the larg
ratio of m0

2 to ctr .
Since the time scale is arbitrarily determined by the a

solute magnitude ofctr andm0 in the theory, the ratio of the
rise time to the decay time, rather than the absolute value
the rise and the decay times, is the important manifesta
of the exciton dynamics. Therefore, the optimized para
eters in Fig. 2~b! are determined so that the ratio of the ri
time to the decay time at the peak energy in the numer
result is the same as that in the experimental result at 2 K.5 In
contrast to spectral widths and Stokes shifts, time respon
are quite sensitive to the ratio,m0

2/ctr . When we takem0
2/ctr

one-tenth as small as that in Fig. 2~b!, the ratio of the rise
time to the decay time becomes one-thirtieth, as shown
~a!. Whenm0

2/ctr is ten times as large as that in~b!, the ratio
is about one half, as shown in~c!. Finally, after determining
the ratio, absolute values are determined to fit the real t
scale. With these optimized parameters, the distributions
rise times and decay times agree with the experimental re
in which both times are larger at the lower energy, very w
if the distributions are normalized by the energy deviati
form the peak energy.

To understand the elementary processes of the exc
dynamics, an example of the wave functions for the low

FIG. 3. Time responses of luminescence intensity at 3.33, 3.36, 3.39,
3.41 eV. Parameters used are the same as those used for Fig. 2~b!.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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36 exciton states generated in a random chain is show
Fig. 4. The wave functions are presented from the bottom
the order of energy in the site representation. Parame
used are the same as those used in Fig. 1. The energi
these states are 3.33 to 3.44 eV, which are in the ene
range of the absorption band. As shown in Fig. 1~d!, a lower
state tends to be more strongly localized.

Lowest states are predominantly localized in some sm
segments of the chain. It is possible to identify the grou
and excited states localized in the same segment. This lo
ized energy structure is called a hidden structure.35,36 Char-
acters~A!–~H! and numbers~1!–~6! in the figure represen
the identification of the hidden structure and the quant
number within a hidden structure, respectively. The hidd

FIG. 4. An example of wave functions of the lowest 36 exciton sta
generated in a disordered linear chain including the long-range dipo
dipole interaction~3!. The amplitudeain is plotted against the siten. The
higher-energy state is displayed at the higher position. Characters~A!–~H!
and numbers~1!–~6! represent the hidden structures and the quantum n
bers of the states within a hidden structure, respectively.
Downloaded 30 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP
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structure is intuitively acceptable if we pay attention to t
number of nodes of wave functions. We note, however, t
the existence of the hidden structure is not mathematic
proven. The hidden structure is interesting because it rel
the microscopic description of the exciton dynamics in t
continuously disordered chain to the description by the p
nomenological segment model. In the segment model, c
formal defects are postulated as barriers which divide s
ments. On the other hand, the hidden structures, which
analogs of the segments in the phenomenological segm
model, are generated by the interference of wave functi
reflected by continuous disorder.

Figure 5~a! displays the energy dependence of the exp
tation values of the phonon scattering rate atT50 and the
radiative decay rate by solid and dashed lines, respectiv
Assumed parameters are the same as those for Fig. 2~b!. The
radiative decay rate has a peak at 3.7 eV as predicted by
transition dipole moment shown in Fig. 1~c!. The phonon
scattering rate becomes dramatically small at the lower
ergy. This is because, at low temperature, it is possible fo
exciton to be scattered only to the lower-energy states
described in Eq.~12! and the lower-energy states have t
smaller number of possible final states for the phonon s
tering. Moreover, due to the stronger localization at t
lower energy as shown in Fig. 1~d! and Fig. 4, matrix ele-
ments~11! between the low-energy states are small. At 3
eV, the rates for the phonon scattering and for the radia
decay become nearly equal. This energy is smaller than

s
–

-

FIG. 5. ~a! Energy dependence of the expectation values of the pho
scattering rate~a solid line! and the radiative decay rate~a dotted line!. Five
hundred random chains are taken for the average.~b! The distribution of
( i 51

j 218uMi j u2 for the states generated in a chain.
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luminescence peak energy in Fig. 2~b! by 10 meV. This dif-
ference is attributed to the large distribution of the phon
scattering rate. Figure 5~b! shows the distribution of

(
i 51

j 21

8uMi j u2

for the states in a chain. This sum of matrix elements to
lower states gives the phonon scattering rate~12! at T50.
Since the distribution of the phonon scattering rate is qu
large in the range less than 3.4 eV, the mean value is do
nated by the states which possess large scattering rates.
ever, the contribution of these states to luminescence is s
because excitons are scattered from these states before
emit photons.

To clarify the exciton dynamics governed by phon
scattering, temperature dependence is important becaus
phonon scattering rate is a function of temperature. In Fig
the temperature dependence of luminescence spectra,
times, and decay times are shown by solid lines, open circ
and closed circles, respectively. A dotted line in~a! shows

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of luminescence spectra and the tim
sponse of luminescence intensity. Solid lines, open and closed circles
arrows show luminescence spectra, rise and decay times, and exci
energies, respectively. Assumed temperatures are 0 K for ~a!, 300 K for ~b!,
and 600 K for~c!. A dotted line in~a! shows the absorption spectrum@same
as Fig. 1~a!# for comparison.
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the absorption spectrum for comparison. The excitation
ergy is assumed to be 3.5 eV and is shown by arrows.
rise and the decay times are determined by the same pr
dure as those for Fig. 2. All the parameters despite temp
tureT are the same as those used in Figs. 1 and 2~b!. In Fig.
6, ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! show the results for the temperatures
zero @same as Fig. 2~b!#, 300, and 600 K, respectively. Th
absorption spectrum is independent of temperature in
model. With increasing temperature, the peak does not s
but the high-energy tail of the band becomes slightly larg
This is due to the thermal distribution of excitons at hi
temperature. In terms of the time response, the rise time
comes small, and the decay time increases and becomes
dependent on energy at higher temperature. The small
time is brought by the increased phonon occupation wh
increases the phonon scattering rate~12!. The distribution of
decay times is interpreted as that, at high temperature, e
tons form a quasithermal distribution and the net rate of
ergy relaxation is small. Thus, the contribution of the phon
scattering to the decay time is less dominant. This temp
ture dependence predicted by our theory qualitatively agr
with the experimental results in the PDHS film.37

In spite of the qualitative success in the temperature
pendence, we have to note the limit of our approach in wh
the contribution of the homogeneous linewidth to the wh
spectra is neglected. According to our numerical results,
total rate of inelastic phonon scattering and radiative deca
less than 131011 s21 for the states in the energy range
luminescence spectra, even at 600 K. Therefore, our tr
ment is self-consistent. In reality, however, there is a po
bility that the homogeneous linewidth broadened by ela
phonon scattering contributes significantly to the spectra
low temperatures, homogeneous linewidths were meas
by the spectral hole-burning technique for PDHS in gla
The linewidths were 0.2 meV at 2 K and 0.8 meV at 30 K14

which are small enough to justify our treatment. At high
temperature, one can expect the homogeneous linewidt
be far broadened. Experimentally, the homogeneous l
width has not been clarified at high temperature up to no

We have taken the full dipole–dipole interaction~3! into
account in the results presented above. On the other han
is found that the absorption spectrum, the luminesce
spectrum, and the rise and the decay times can be reprod
with the nearest-neighbor approximation~5! as well as with
the full interaction~3!. In our previous paper,5 we reported
that it is impossible to reproduce the time response with
nearest-neighbor approximation, but this impossibility h
been found a fault due to a numerical error. Other numer
results in our previous paper, for example, wave functio
and the participation in the nearest-neighbor approxima
are correct. In the nearest-neighbor approximation, the s
experimental results are reproduced byE055.8 eV, g0

521.2 eV, s50.05 eV, m054.2310218 esu cm, andctr

59.431011 s21. The reason for takingg0 as21.2 eV is to
make the sum of all the excitation transfer energ
(nÞmbmn equal to that with the full interaction~3!.

Figure 7 shows an example of the lowest 36 states g
erated by the Hamiltonian~1! with the nearest-neighbor ap
proximation~5!, for comparison with those in Fig. 4 with th
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full interaction ~3!. The wave functions in the neares
neighbor approximation are more strongly localized and
hidden structures are seen more clearly than those with
full interaction ~3!. Classification of the states to 14 hidde
structures is shown in the same manner as in Fig. 4. Ove
between two states which belong to different hidden str
tures is extremely small.

The different nature between the exciton dynamics w
the full interaction~3! and that in the nearest-neighbor a
proximation~5! is clearly seen in the matrix elements~11! of
phonon scattering. We have taken^uMi j

2 u&, the mean values
of the square of matrix elements between the states w
belong to the same and the different hidden structures,
lowing the assignment of the states to hidden structu

FIG. 7. An example of wave functions of the lowest 36 exciton sta
generated in a disordered linear chain in the nearest-neighbor approxim
~5!. The amplitudeain is plotted against the siten. The higher-energy state
is displayed at the higher position. Characters~A!–~M! and numbers~1!–~4!
represent the hidden structures and the quantum numbers of the states
a hidden structure, respectively.
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shown in Figs. 4 and 7, although the assignment is not n
essarily definitive. With the full interaction, the mean valu
are 731023 within the same hidden structure and 231024

between the neighboring hidden structures. In the near
neighbor approximation, the mean values are 131022

within the same hidden structure and 231025 between the
neighboring hidden structures. Therefore, with the full int
action, an exciton can be scattered to the states of neigh
ing hidden structures and causes large spatial migra
along a polymer chain. In contrast, in the nearest-neigh
approximation, an exciton cannot be scattered to the state
neighboring hidden structures within their lifetimes.

In PDHS solution at room temperature and in glas
solution at low temperature, it is reported that luminesce
depolarization occurs in the time range of a few hund
picoseconds.8–11 Considering that the transition dipole of a
exciton in PDHS is along a polymer chain, spatial migrati
of excitons by phonon scattering is necessary to bring out
luminescence depolarization. Therefore, the appropriate
scription of the exciton dynamics must include the lon
range dipole–dipole interaction~3!. This interaction is re-
sponsible for the exciton migration and the luminescen
depolarization.

IV. SUMMARY

We have reported the theory of the exciton dynamics
the disordered linear chains. It is assumed that excito
phonon coupling is weak and that the dynamics is gover
by the competing processes of phonon scattering and ra
tive decay. The one-dimensional Frenkel exciton Ham
tonian with disorder is used to provide exciton wave fun
tions. The radiative decay rate is given by the Einstein’s
coefficient with the long-wavelength approximation. Th
phonon scattering rate is given on the assumption tha
exciton does not change the site in the scattering and tha
exciton–phonon coupling and the density of phonon mo
are independent of energy. A numerical procedure to ob
absorption spectra, luminescence spectra, and the time
sponse of luminescence intensity, as well as temperature
pendence is also presented. Calculation is performed for
PDHS film and the result reproduces the luminescence t
response quite well. It is discussed that the long-ran
dipole–dipole interaction is responsible for the luminesce
depolarization.
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